How2Vacation.com is Internet’s First
Comprehensive Vacation Site
MIAMI, Fla. /Send2Press Newswire/ — Booking airline tickets on the Internet
has been easy for years. But there’s never been a simple way to book an
entire vacation on the web, until now. How2 Group International has announced
the release of www.How2Vacation.com, the first in a series of web sites that
will revolutionize the way people utilize the Internet.

How2Vacation.com is the only comprehensive vacation web site designed
specifically to make booking a complete vacation easy. Visitors can book
cruises, flights, hotel accommodations, transportation, vacation packages,
plus all vacation activities such as dining, shows, tours, and more. Thanks
to How2Vacation.com’s user-friendly interface and excellent online support,
all of this can be accomplished quickly and easily.
But the consumer benefits don’t stop there. How2Vacation.com is not only a
Global Distribution Systems site – it also offers a flat fee option for its
advertisers. This unique hybrid advertising model is attractive to the
vendors who post their services on How2Vacation.com (vacation packages,
cruises, hotels, resorts, etc.), because they are spared the high commission
rates charged by other travel web sites. That means lower costs for the
vacationers and travelers who use How2Vacation.com. Such a combination of
convenience, ease of use, and big savings will surely change forever the way
consumers make travel plans.
The founders of How2Group International, which owns How2Vacation.com, have

been involved in many successful online ventures. In addition to
How2Vacation.com, How2 Group International is developing an entire series of
“How2” web sites, such as How2Mortgage.com, How2Rent.com, and dozens more.
Look for these sites later in 2005.
For further information, contact Andrew Rothberg, CEO of How2 Group
International, at (866) 390-4692, or visit:
www.How2Vacation.com
IMPORTANT EDITORIAL NOTE: “How2Group” and related “How2” properties have no
relationship with “Send2Press” and are not affiliate companies. How2Group is
a customer of Send2Press, but the companies have no other relationship. For
information about this company please contact them directly and NOT
Send2Press Newswire.
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